Back to Work
Workplace Signage and Essentials
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About us
Projects Group prides itself in not only having the latest
equipment or the unquestionable know-how to deliver a
truly outstanding product, but in the lesser-known talent
of really understanding our clients’ needs. We know it’s more
than just listening; we appreciate your requrements, and
the exceptional service we give is rooted in instinct based on
decades of experience in the industry. Due to our collective
knowledge, we have a real empathy with the task at
hand (be it large or small) and take pride in helping guide
the client to the ideal solution, in order to deliver truly
outstanding results. Knowing what makes you tick (teamed
with our ability to deliver each and every time) is the a talent
we pride ourselves on. It looks like you’re in the right place.
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Social distancing
The British Retail Consortium has released a set of guidelines, providing a
list of recommendations for the safe re-opening of retail stores, shops and
offices alongside social distancing measures.
These are as follows:
n

Limit the number of customers in the store at any time.

n

Use clear signage throughout the store.

n

Use floor markings to comply with the social distancing advice of 2m.

n

Consider one-way systems using floor markings and signage.

n

Erect physical barriers at till points using flexiplastic.

n

Schedule deliveries and consider non-contact stock deliveries.

n

Hand hygiene and social distancing notices should be placed visibly.

Projects Group can provide a wide range of safety and information signage,
to increase awareness of the government guidelines regarding social
distancing to help everyone get ‘back to work’ safely.
Please note that all of the products shown in this brochure are available
at discounted prices for large quantity orders.
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‘

In business since 2010, Projects Group are
well placed to service your printing needs

Window Stickers
 Vinyl stickers in any size, both single-sided and double-sided.
Permanent and removable.
n For use in giving clear and precise information to staff and
customers/clients alike.
n We can print both stock images and bespoke designs, in any size,
to match your branding requirements.
n
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Floor Graphics
n
n

 Vinyl stickers with anti-slip certification.
 We can print both stock images and bespoke designs, in any size,
to match your branding requirements.
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‘

Signs, graphics and displays, all manufactured
in-house, at our Tring-based factory

Pavement Signs
 Available in two styles, both double-sided, and with interchangeable
poster holders.
n Available in A1 and A0 size.
n Posters sold separately.
n
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Barrier Signs
 A sleek crowd control stanchion made with aluminium extrusion.
 Robust base.
n Quick installation.
n Fully customisable to meet with your branding requirements.
n
n
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‘

The largest sign and print supplier
in Bedfordshire

Posters (A4, A3, A2, A1, A0)
 Available on paper or our waterproof tear-resistant material.
n Give out information quickly.
n Choice of 6 popular sizes including bespoke.
n We can print both stock images and bespoke designs, in any size,
to match your branding requirements.
n
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PVC and Mesh Banners
 Custom printed weather-proof PVC banners.
 Up to 3.2m wide by any length.
n Indoor or outdoor use - fire retardant B1.
n Light, durable and weather resistant.
n We can print both stock images and bespoke designs,
in any size, to match your branding requirements.
n
n
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‘

Latest Vuetek Hybrid technology, including
3.2m wide roll and board, direct to media

Bollard Covers
 Custom sizes to fit any existing bollard.
n Fits easily over the top of existing bollard.
n Choose 3-sided (triangular) or 4-sided (square) wraps.
n Show a different design on each side of the bollard cove.
n
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Strut Card Stand (A5, A4, A3, A2)
 Table top messaging.
 Cost effective.
n Choice of 5 popular sizes including bespoke.
n
n
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‘

6000m2 print capabilities per day,
every day

Clip Frames
 Information poster holders.
n Various sizes.
n Stylish snap-shut frame with mitred corner.
n Ideal as retail poster holders.
n Complete with wall fixings kit.
n Posters sold separately.
n
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Wedge Base Displays
 Silver grey powder coated steel.
 Two-part base held together with 8mm bolt (not visible when assembled).
n Single or double-sided print available.
n Straight cut or shaped 10mm foamex panel - 1500mm tall
(bespoke sizes available).
n
n
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‘

Printed locally, installed globally

Self-standing Signs
 Free-standing angled snap-shut poster frame.
n Stylish and functional internal or temporary external display.
n Choose A3 or A4 size.
n Silver anodised aluminium or powder coated finish.
n
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Roller Banners
 Various styles and sizes available.
 Low cost option for self-standing information signs.
n Custom printed single-sided graphic rolls down into the base
(double-sided also available).
n
n
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10

Proudly ISO 9001 accredited

Face Visor/Shield
 Full face protective shield.
n Clear optically rated material.
n Lightweight.
n Supplied flat packed and in bulk.
n Simple assembly and quick removal.
n
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Sneeze Screens
 Clear screen for protection, strong and lightweight.
 Small opening for transactions.
n Can be custom printed.
n Can be both free-standing and fixed, in various sizes.
n Strong and lightweight.
n Large quantity discounts available.
n
n

‘

Over 80 years of experience
in the three Directors alone

Acrylic Stands
 Premium table top and till information holder.
n Wipeable without damaging messaging poster.
n Supplied in standard A6, A5 and A4 sizes.
n Bespoke sizes available on request.
n Posters sold separately.
n
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Hand Sanitiser
 Complete free standing dispenser units.
 Different units to fit your budget.
n Simple or non assembly required.
n
n

‘
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We know what makes you tick

Flexible PVC Screens
 Lightweight and easy to install.
n Weighted bottom to allow easy transactions and flexibility.
n Wipeable.
n Fire retardant.
n Any size available.
n
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Oversized Isolation Screens
 Cost effective solution.
 Lightweight and easily movable.
n Quick installation.
n Wipeable.
n Standard size 1250 x 2000mm.
n
n
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Energy, drive, creativity and pride...

that's what
makes us tick
Investment in the latest technological advances would mean
nothing without good people at the heart of the business.
We have the perfect mix of time-served highly experienced
technicians, creative thinkers and precise project managers.
Our talented team of manufacturers, fabricators and installers
become part of your business during the project; living and
breathing your brand, ever-available to your own operational
teams, yet invisible to the outside world. We are always poised
and ready to respond, be it for a one-off small project or a global
roll-out – Projects Group are your partner of choice, from
concept to completion.
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Contact us
t:

01923 266 745

e:

sales@projectsgroup.co.uk

w: projectsgroup.co.uk

